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By Young People
for Young People
In an innovative approach to programming, twenty-one young curators have been engaged by the
Nasc Theatre Network to programme Lasta, a festival of work for children and young people from 11th
to 20th June 2021, delivering for the first time, a national arts programme curated entirely by young
people. Lasta is presented as part of Brightening Air | Coiscéim Coiligh, a nationwide, ten day season
of arts experiences brought to you by the Arts Council.
Under the guidance of theatre artists Maisie Lee and Fionn Foley, these young people will work collaboratively
to deliver an ambitious programme of work for young people across the country. Featuring multiple
disciplines and reflecting the diversity of modern Ireland, this pioneering project offers a unique opportunity
to develop our future arts programmers and producers.
For more information on Brightening Air www.brighteningair.com. Brightening Air | Coiscéim Coiligh is brought
to you by the Arts Council, funded by the Government of Ireland and produced by Schweppe Curtis Nunn.
Lasta is based on an original project conceived and delivered by Backstage Theatre, Longford in 2020.
Instagram @lastafestival2021
Facebook.com/lastafestival2021
TikTok @lastafestival21
Twitter.com @lfestival2021
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A note from our
Young Curators...
This experience has been a fast but fulfilling one. From being selected as young curators in March
2021, to turning ideas into actual programmes, we have had an amazing journey in curating Lasta
Festival alongside our other young curators across the country. There is so much we have learned
in the process and the unique experience of making a festival without physically meeting anyone
has made it a memorable one. Our goal for the festival is to really exemplify the buzzing arts
scene in Limerick and Amplify the Limerick voice. We put to the forefront both well known and up
and coming artists, where the majority and from/based in Limerick, and we want to make our
presence known in Lasta 2021.
Without the supporting team, we would not have accomplished what we have and we would
sincerely like to thank Louise, Eilís and the Lime Tree Theatre | Belltable staff for supporting us
from the get-go and helping us develop the programme. We would also like to thank Fionn &
Maisie for being excellent mentors in guiding us in the curation process.
Let’s Amplify Limerick in Lasta Festival 2021!

Mamobo and Stephen

LAUNCH

EVENT

Soda Blonde
We are delighted to bring you Soda Blonde
as the opening act for Lasta 2021.
All four band members (Faye O'Rourke,
guitarist Adam O'Regan, drummer Dylan
Lynch and bassist Donagh Seaver- O'Leary)
are seasoned musicians, formerly known as
Little Green Cars, whose seminal debut
album skyrocketed to number one on the
Irish album charts. The debut album from
Soda Blonde may be called Small Talk, but if
there's one thing the Dubliners do not do, it's
mince words. Out July 9th via Velveteen
Records, the entirely self-produced album
sees the group reflecting on their twentysomething experiences with refreshingly
honest transparency.

OPENING LAUNCH EVENT
THURS 10TH || 7PM ||
LASTA YOUTUBE

SHORT

FORM

CONTENT

Let's
Amplify
Limerick!
Let's amplify Limerick at Lasta Festival
2021! The Limerick arts scene is alive and
well and this series of short form content
highlights a fraction of what Limerick has to
offer. Here we demonstrate the work of
young up and coming artists based in
Limerick.
Artists featured: Ciara Kelleher, Aaron
Hackett, Apoorva Bhatt, Anastasiia Zubareva,
Laura Daly, Fiona Kearney, Maria McSweeney
and Sml Chxrch, Virgo Moon and William
Keohane.
ONLINE
SUN 13TH - SAT 19THJUNE | 12PM|
LASTA TWITTER / INSTAGRAM

WORKSHOP

Break dancing
Workshop
with Tobi
Omoteso
Let's learn to break with Breakdancer,
Tobi Omoteso! Tobi Omoseto is an
internationally acclaimed Bboy
(breakdancer) and hip hop dancer. Tobi
trained at the Broadway Dance Centre and
the birth place of Hip-Hop - New York; he
has been dancing for 15 years and is
dedicated to supporting the foundations of
this dynamic and influential dance form.
Sign up for our free workshop now!

SUN 13TH JUNE || 3PM ||
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS VIA ZOOM.
BOOK YOUR FREE PLACE ON
WWW.LIMETREETHEATRE.IE

WORKSHOP

Empowering
Movements with
Go Dance for
Change
Go Dance for Change is a grassroots
transcultural collective of dancers that
provides community engagement
opportunities to organisations and
individuals who wish to engage effectively
with, and learn more about, a diverse and
multicultural demographic within Ireland.
It does this through a variety of dance
activities such as workshops, parades,
performances, online and live events. Go
Dance for Change uses its expertise and a
strong focus on cultural education,
wellbeing, and female empowerment.
SUN 13TH JUNE || 5PM ||
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS VIA ZOOM.
BOOK YOUR FREE PLACE ON
WWW.LIMETREETHEATRE.IE

PERFORMANCE

Afropopcity
Takeover
Afropopcity are an Afrobeat & Hip-hop
collective and event organisers based in
Limerick. With fresh sounds from artists such
as Joyce Zacks, Tino Rondz & Owen Alfred,
The Afropopcity Takeover will be showing the
buzzing Hip-hop scene in Limerick. Get your
tickets now! Joyce Zacks is no stranger to the
Irish music scene having been played on Spin
South West and Cork FM. Originally from
Zimbabwe, Tino Rondz's sound is a hybrid of
hiphop, R&B, Pop, and Afrobeat. Owen Alfred
is a rising artist based in Limerick.

SUN 13TH JUNE || 7PM
TICKETS €5
LINK TO VIEW IN YOUR
CONFIRMATION EMAIL.
BOOK YOUR TICKET ON
WWW.LIMETREETHEATRE.IE

PERFORMANCE

Our Vision: A
Performance by
Youth POV
Our Vision is an interpretive poetry based
performance by Youth POV that reflects the
rise of social consciousness in Ireland.
Facilitated by Gorm Media & Limerick Youth
Service, this performance was completely
created by passionate young people and
express their viewpoints on issues important
to them through art, issues such as racism,
sexual assault, and political divisiveness.

TUES 15TH JUNE || 12PM ||
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS FOR FREE ON
THE LASTA YOUTUBE.

PANEL

DISCUSSION

Young People
Using Their Voice;
Panel Discussion
Hosted by Gorm
Media
With the recent social awakening in Ireland,
we take a look at some of the young thought
leaders in Limerick, and around the country
who are using their voice to make change in
their community!
PANEL: Olufunmilayo Jinadu (Chair),
Cathy Osikoya, Eric Ehigie, Gareth Brinn
and Luke Casserly.

TUES 15TH JUNE || 1PM ||
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS VIA ZOOM.
BOOK YOUR FREE PLACE ON
WWW.LIMETREETHEATRE.IE

ONLINE

GALLERY

Painting
through
the lens
Limerick's visual arts scene has always been
to the highest of standards, from Sean
Keating to John Shinnors we have never
lacked in artistic talent. Today many artists
find themselves having to occupy virtual
spaces which poses many challenges to
recreate the proper artistic encounter that
you would experience in a gallery. The goal of
the exhibition is not to show an individual
ARTISTS FEATURED:
CLARA MCSWEENEY
ELIZABETH BENNET

piece, but the artists themselves and the
work they create, even the pieces that may
not make it to an exhibition.

NIKITA HICKEY
PADDY CRITCHLEY

WED 16TH JUNE || 4PM ||

SAMAR NEZAMBAD

VIEW EXHIBITION IN THE

SIAN COSTELLO

BELLTABLE

WORKSHOP

The Joy of
Painting with
Sian Costello
Costello is an up-and-coming artist from
Roscommon, who graduated from Limerick
School of Art and Design in 2020 with a
Bachelor’s in Painting. She currently is
working out of the Wickham Street studios;
she was featured on Sky Art’s Portrait of the
Year award in 2020 and has an upcoming
exhibition in Sweden at the end of June.
Sian’s work focuses on the human figure,
capturing gestural movements through the
camera obscura and using a range of
mediums from oil paints to chalk pastels. She
will be giving a demonstration on how she
creates these works of art with a Q&A
afterwards.
WED 16TH JUNE || 6PM ||
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS VIA ZOOM.
BOOK YOUR FREE PLACE ON
WWW.LIMETREETHEATRE.IE

DOCUMENTARY

It Started In
The Street
For the last 20-years Limerick has had a
vibrant skate scene within the city centre. It
started with people just skating the streets of
Limerick, eventually, three skate parks were
built which gave skaters the perfect
opportunity to grow as a community. Over the
years it was realised that the skate scene does
not attract media coverage, this documentary
aims to give them a voice and the spotlight we
think they deserve. Ailis from An Grianán in
Donegal is making a similar documentary and
they are to be played back to back to compare
the two distant, but similar communities.
SKATERS FEATURED:
CIAN EADES
MARK LONG
PATRICK MOLLOY

WED 18TH JUNE || 1PM ||

FAHAD MUGHAL

VIEW DOCUMENTARY FOR FREE ON

SEAN FREENEY

LASTA YOUTUBE / INSTAGRAM IGTV

WORKSHOP

Songmaking
workshop with
Danny Lanham,
Drylane Studios
This workshop offers an insight into the
production of songs in multiple styles
including Hip-Hop, Pop, Jazz, and Blues.
Danny will break down how to structure a
song and the theory behind it all. Danny plays
for Hazey Haze, MuRli , Citrus Fresh, Denise
Chaila, God Knows, Eve's Record Box, and
many more Limerick artists. Danny's a multiinstrumentalist session musician, playing
bass, guitar, drums, and keys and also has
extensive knowledge of arrangement, music
theory, and songwriting.

SAT 19TH JUNE || 5PM ||
AVAILABLE TO ACCESS VIA ZOOM.
BOOK YOUR FREE PLACE ON
WWW.LIMETREETHEATRE.IE

Established in 2006, the Nasc Network is a
partnership of eight venues who work together to
present touring projects and share marketing
and other areas of expertise.
The NASC Network Venues are Backstage Theatre
(Longford), Dunamaise Arts Centre (Portlaoise),
Glór (Ennis), An Grianán (Letterkenny), Lime Tree
Theatre(Limerick), Pavilion Theatre (Dún
Laoghaire), Siamsa Tíre (Tralee) and Town Hall
Theatre (Galway).

